2018 Meeker Precision Rifle Challenge
Date: Saturday October 27th rain or shine.
Place: Meeker Sportsman Club, 1658 Agosta Meeker Road, Marion, Ohio.
Safety: Experienced RSOs will be used for the match. They will be abiding by all the range rules of Meeker
Sportsman's Club. (see rules link on www.meekersportsmanclub.com). The match director will hand out the
relay and bench assignments, go over all the safety rules, match instructions and make match personnel
introductions in meeting 1 hour prior to the first relay which will begin promptly at 9:00 AM.
Distances: Match will be shot at 200 and 400 yards. 400 yard distance will be shot first. 400 yard distance
will be shot from the bench. 200 yard distance will be shot from the prone position. 400 yard distance will be
shot for both classes before proceeding to 200 yard distance.
Targets: Targets for both distances will be a 6 ring targets scoring 5 through 10 points. The outer ring of the
400 yard targets is 6". The outer ring of the 200 yard target is 3". The X in the 400 yard target is 3/4". The X
in the 200 yard target is 3/8".
Scoring: All scoring targets each distance will be on one sheet. Shooters will be allowed 17 rounds for each
distance relay. 7 can be used for the "sighter" target which will be placed beneath each set of scoring targets.
This leaves 10 rounds to use on your scoring targets, 5 shots on two 6" 400 yard targets and 1 shot on each
of ten 3” 200 yard targets. Breaking the ring into the next higher score will result in the higher score. Xs will
be used as the first tiebreaker. Smallest group of either of the 400 5 shot targets of the tied score shooters will
be the final tiebreaker. Scored targets will be posted as promptly as possible after each relay for contestants to
review. Do not interrupt the scorers. A designated individual will be introduced day of event for you to
approach with any score challenge. He will be the FINAL decision maker regarding scoring challenges.
Equipment: Each class may use any type of rests, bags, bi-pods, mono-pods, bench rests with rear bags etc.
No one piece bench rests or sleds are allowed.
Ammo: All factory, custom and reloads allowed. (You are personally responsible for the safety of your
reloads)
Rifle Classes: Matches consist of two classes of rifles. Both classes are limited to chassis type “precision
rifles”. Class descriptions are as follows:
FACTORY CLASS: Must be factory production receiver, stock, chamber, barrel, and (muzzle brake if originally
factory supplied). May be any factory chambered caliber 30 caliber (from .308 case) or less. No modifications
from pure factory are allowed other than trigger may be aftermarket (to confirm aftermarket vs factory
triggers day of event is time prohibitive). Any scope and mount is acceptable.
CUSTOM CLASS: Rifles not qualifying for the Factory Class. Twenty pound weight limit, including scope.
Modifications must use only aftermarket/custom tactical type accessories in keeping with the generally
accepted precision rifle market definition. Must be 30 caliber (from .308 case) or less.
Shooters who enter both factory and custom classes are automatically in the aggregate scoring. Matches
consist of 20 shots in each class for a possible total of 400 pints in the aggregate.
If you have questions on rifle classification allowances, send pictures and description of rifle equipment/issue
in question to combsrod@gmail.com .
Costs and Awards: $75 first gun, $25 for second gun. Full payout will be 70% of the entry costs. 30% goes
to Meeker Sportsman's Club for hosting the event. Payout will be to 1st through 3rd in each class. Individuals
shooting both classes will be eligible for the 1st place aggregate award. Framed certificates will be awarded to
each of the above mentioned places.

